
úÁ�ÉÓËÉ ÎÁÕÞÎÙÈÓÅÍÉÎÁÒÏ× ðïíé�ÏÍ 457, 2017 Ç.H. V. Weizs�akerA FEW RECOLLECTIONSVladimir Nikolaevih Sudakov and I met for the �rst time at a onfer-ene on \Measure Theory" in Germany from June 26 to July 2, 1983.1 Iam not sure that we talked a lot at that oasion, even though I remembera natural shy uriosity on my side.Atually, we had more ommon mathematial interests than either ofus was aware of. If I had seen his artile [7℄ on a ontinuous version ofthe Birkho�{von Neumann theorem [1℄ on the representation of doublystohasti matries by permutation matries, I would have stopped my(unsuessful) e�orts to do something similar. (My knowledge of the Rus-sian language unfortunately is poor but it was suÆient to read with aditionary most mathematial texts). On the other hand my joint workwith Dan Mauldin and David Preiss [3℄ on di�erent types of orthogonalityin transition kernels was losely related to the lassial study of Rokhlin [5℄and the subsequent work of Romanovsky and Sudakov [6℄ on independentpartitions. It also would have been possible to disuss the meaning of theword 'disjoint' in the title of [7℄. In any ase, we slowly and gladly disov-ered a ertain similarity of mathematial taste.The ontat inreased after the politial hanges around 1990. In 1991/92Nina Maslova was invited by my olleagues at the Kaiserslautern mathe-matial department as the �rst So�a Kowalewskaja guest professor. Par-tially on her initiative I then spent a month in St. Peterburg. My wife andI remember with great gratitude the hospitality and the lively disussionsduring that visit. I stayed for several weeks at the home of the Sudakovfamily. During this time he showed me his observation [8℄ on typial mar-ginal distributions and I ould rephrase the phenomenon as a 'onditionalentral limit theorem' in the paper [9℄.In the subsequent years we had the hane to partiipate in a oopera-tion in probability between St. Peterburg and several German universities1In the digital arhive [4℄ of the Oberwolfah Institute one an �nd handwrittensummaries of the talks. 9



10 H. V. WEIZS�ACKERand Mr. and Mrs. Sudakov visited Kaiserslautern a few times. Our friend-ship grew. On the mathematial side I just would like to mention a smallexample of his inuene. On one the last visits I told him about my inter-est in a onverse to K�oml�os' subsequene theorem, the latter stating thatevery sequene (Xn) of random variables whih is bounded in L
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